Analyze your current “greenness,” which can help you make renovation decisions, and estimate everything from wallpaper and tile to insulation and ventilation.

**Green Analysis**

*Energy Star Home Energy Yardstick*
“Compare your household’s energy use to others across the country.”

*Home Energy Saver*
“Determine the energy consumption of a home and find ways to reduce it.”

*Clean Energy*
“How clean is the energy [you] use?”

*Household Emissions Calculator*
“Get a rough “ballpark” estimate of your personal or family’s greenhouse gas emissions.”

**Calculators and Estimators**

*Concrete Calculator*
“Calculate the number of cubic yards and concrete bags needed to complete your project.”

*Tile Estimator*
“Design the room you would like to tile.”

*Wallpaper Calculator*
“Estimate the number of wallpaper rolls you need to cover any or all the walls in a room.”

*Attic Ventilation Calculator*
“Find the ventilation requirements of your home.”

*Insulation Calculator*
“Find the most economic insulation level for your new or existing home.”

*Room Heating Calculator*
“Determine the most efficient and economical way to heat a large enclosed area.”